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A B S T R A C T

Speech communication in a non-native language (L2) can feel effortful, and the present study suggests that this
effort affects both auditory and lexical processing. EEG recordings (electroencephalography) were made from
native English (L1) and Korean listeners while they listened to English sentences spoken with two accents
(English and Korean) in the presence of a distracting talker. Neural entrainment (i.e., phase locking between the
EEG recording and the speech amplitude envelope) was measured for target and distractor talkers. L2 listeners
had relatively greater entrainment for target talkers than did L1 listeners, likely because their difficulty with L2
speech recognition caused them to focus more attention on the speech signal. N400 was measured for the final
word in each sentence, and L2 listeners had greater lexical processing in high-predictability sentences than did
L1 listeners. L1 listeners had greater target-talker entrainment when listening to the more difficult L2 accent than
their own L1 accent, and similarly had larger N400 responses for the L2 accent. It thus appears that the increased
effort of L2 listeners, as well as L1 listeners understanding L2 speech, modulates their auditory and lexical
processing during speech recognition. This may provide a mechanism to compensate for their perceptual
challenges under adverse conditions.

1. Introduction

Understanding speech in a non-native language (L2) can be effortful
because one’s perceptual and linguistic representations are typically not
fully tuned to the L2 (e.g., Flege, 1992; Iverson et al., 2003). However,
it is not clear what effects this additional listening effort and cognitive
load have on the processes underlying L2 speech recognition. Cognitive
load could be expected to interfere with L2 speech recognition; an
unrelated visual search task can reduce L1 listeners’ reliance on
acoustic detail in speech (Mattys, Brooks, & Cooke, 2009; Mattys &
Palmer, 2015) as well as reduce auditory cortical responses to non-
speech tones (Molloy, Griffiths, Chait, & Lavie, 2015). Similarly, lexical-
semantic processing can be disrupted under high cognitive load or in
the presence of noise (e.g., Aydelott, Dick, & Mills, 2006; Carey,
Mercure, Pizzioli, & Aydelott, 2014; Obleser & Kotz, 2011). However,
listening effort can also be thought of as facilitating speech perception,
in that it allows L1 listeners to modulate their processing to fit the
demands of the listening situation, both by enhancing their re-
presentation of the acoustic signal through greater focused attention
(e.g., Ding & Simon, 2012) and searching more thoroughly among
lexical competitors when the signal is thought to be less reliable (e.g.,
McQueen & Huettig, 2012). That is, some of the additional effort and

load experienced by L2 listeners may be a product of compensatory
mechanisms that help overcome L2 perceptual and comprehension
difficulties.

The present study investigated speech recognition for attended
target speakers in the presence of distractor speakers, for L1 and L2
listeners and speech, using measures of neural entrainment and lexical
processing along with behavioral measures of speech comprehension.
Understanding speech in two-talker situations is thought to be difficult
because of auditory masking, the executive control required to select
and suppress information streams, and the interference from the lin-
guistic content of competing speech (e.g., Brungart, 2001). Behavioral
research has demonstrated that L1 listeners are more accurate than L2
speakers at understanding speech in this environment (Cooke, Garcia
Lecumberri, & Barker, 2008). The reduction of phonetic information
due to masking, and the increased cognitive and perceptual loads of
two-talker conditions, likely combine with the more general perceptual
and cognitive difficulties that listeners have with L2 speech (e.g., see
Lecumberri, Cooke, & Cutler, 2010; Stowe & Sabourin, 2005 for a re-
view). However, speech recognition is also affected by the similarity
between the talker’s and listener’s accents rather than being purely
driven by overall proficiency; L1 listeners are more accurate with L1-
accented speech than with L2 accents, but L2 listeners can sometimes
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be more accurate with L2 accents or at least find L1 and L2 accents to
have comparable intelligibility (e.g., Bent & Bradlow, 2003; Pinet,
Iverson, & Huckvale, 2011; Van Wijngaarden et al., 2002).

We used EEG to examine how well listeners’ auditory processing
tracked the acoustics of target and distractor speakers. Previous neural
entrainment work has demonstrated that low-frequency neural oscil-
lations in the auditory cortex (1–8 Hz) become phase-locked to the
speech amplitude envelope (e.g., Ahissar et al., 2001; Luo & Poeppel,
2007). In two-talker situations, attention can selectively enhance the
neural entrainment to the target talker over the distractor, reflecting
speech segregation and selection in complex auditory scenes (Ding &
Simon, 2012; Kerlin, Shahin, & Miller, 2010; Zion Golumbic et al.,
2013). Previous studies have also shown that neural entrainment can be
higher when speech is more intelligible, in experiments that used al-
tered acoustic signals such as vocoded speech or added background
noise (e.g., Ding, Chatterjee, & Simon, 2014; Peelle, Gross, & Davis,
2013; Gross et al., 2013; Howard & Poeppel, 2010). It has been thought
that this link between entrainment and intelligibility occurs because
higher-level linguistic processing can aid lower-level auditory tracking
of speech (e.g., listeners can predict the onset of upcoming words;
Peelle & Davis, 2012). In the present study, one could thus expect that
L1 listeners would have higher target-talker entrainment than L2 lis-
teners, both because they find the stimuli to be more intelligible and
because their underlying linguistic representations and processes are
better optimized for L1 speech. However, it is also possible that the
greater difficulty of L2 listeners may force them to focus more attention
to the acoustic signal, thereby producing relatively greater entrainment
to the target talker than the distractor.

We simultaneously assessed lexical processing using the N400 re-
sponse. The N400 has been linked to the ease of lexical access, with a
greater response for more difficult words (Federmeier, 2007; Kutas &
Federmeier, 2000). Any factors that affect lexical access, such as con-
text, word frequency, or repetition, can thus affect N400 amplitude
(e.g., Van Petten & Kutas, 1990; for a review, Lau et al., 2008). The
N400 has also been linked to the ease of semantic integration of the
word with its previous sentence context (e.g., smaller N400 for more
congruent words), a process that seems to begin before lexical selection
is complete (e.g., Hagoort, 2008). We are considering N400, in the
present study, to be an indication of effort at the lexical level. This is
accurate in the very broad sense that N400 is greater when lexical
processing is more difficult, but it is also plausible in the narrow sense
of effort being dependent on the degree that an individual is trying to
concentrate on a task (e.g., McGarrigle et al., 2014); there is some
evidence that greater attention to the semantic content of a stimulus
can increase lexical processing and the N400 (Bonte, Parviainen,
Hytönen, & Salmelin, 2006; Mirman, McClelland, Holt, & Magnuson,
2008).

One could expect that listeners might need more lexical processing
for more difficult spoken accents, but previous studies have produced
highly inconsistent findings. Goslin, Duffy, and Floccia (2012) found
reduced N400 responses for foreign-accented speech, whereas Romero-
Rivas, Martin, and Costa (2015) found increased N400 responses for
foreign-accented speech in initial blocks, which reduced with further
exposure; Hanulíková, van Alphen, van Goch, and Weber (2012) found
no differences. N400 results for L2 listeners have been similarity in-
consistent (e.g., Hahne, 2001; Hahne & Friederici, 2001; Stringer,
2015). It may be that these relationships are complex because N400 can
increase with additional lexical processing, but can also decrease when
the intelligibility of the signal drops below critical levels (e.g., Obleser
& Kotz, 2011; Obleser, Wise, Dresner, & Scott, 2007). Stimulus and
listener differences between studies may thus have effects on N400
magnitude that are difficult to understand on their own, although they
may become more interpretable in the context of other behavioral and
neural measures.

No previous work has linked cortical entrainment to N400. In be-
havioral work, speech perception under difficult conditions has been

previously investigated as a tradeoff between the relative amount of
attention focused on acoustic detail versus the reliance on lexical
structure, implying that it can be difficult to focus on both levels si-
multaneously, although this may be more a matter of measurement
methodology (e.g., Mattys, et al., 2009; Mattys, White, & Melhorn,
2005). However, it is plausible that listening effort can have more
general rather than selective effects, with increased concentration on a
task increasing auditory and lexical processing simultaneously. There is
evidence too that the degree of cortical entrainment and lexical pro-
cessing are both linked to higher intelligibility, and in this sense, both
may be greater when listening is less effortful (e.g., Ding, et al., 2014;
Obleser & Kotz, 2011; Obleser et al., 2007; Peelle, et al., 2013).

The present study compared these levels of processing under fo-
cused attention by playing English (L1) and Korean (L2) listeners pairs
of simultaneous English sentences spoken in two different accents
(English and Korean) and presented to separate ears. EEG was recorded
while listeners were instructed to selectively attend to one of the
talkers. Neural entrainment was measured as the amount of phase co-
herence between EEG signals and the amplitude envelope of the speech
from the target and distractor talkers. We used sentences that differed
in terms of the predictability of the final word, which allowed us to
simultaneously assess lexical processing. Subjects were instructed to
press a button on catch trials (semantically anomalous sentences in the
target ear), and the accuracy of the button response was used as a be-
havioral measure of their speech recognition performance.

2. Methods

2.1. Subjects

Twenty-three native speakers of British English (12 female) and 21
native speakers of Korean (14 female) participated in the experiment.
One British and two Korean subjects were excluded from the analyses
because of noisy recordings (i.e., bad channels or less than 50% of trials
passing artifact rejection). All subjects were right-handed adults under
35 years old (MEnglish = 21.8 y, MKorean= 26.5 y) without self-reported
hearing or neurological impairments. Korean speakers reported that
they started learning English at school in South Korea at an average age
of 10 years (5–14 y), and that they had not lived in English-speaking
countries before they became adults. Their average length of residence
in English-speaking countries was 1 year (1–31months).

2.2. Materials

English sentences were recorded by female native speakers of
Southern British English and Korean (one each). The Korean speaker
studied English at school in Korea and had lived in the U.K for one year.
The stimuli consisted of 720 pairs of sentences presented simulta-
neously in different ears, with a different talker in each ear, and with
sentences matched in duration. The average duration of the British
sentences was originally 0.44 s shorter than that of the Korean speaker,
so the sentences of the British speaker were lengthened and those of the
Korean speaker were shortened by 10% using an overlap-add procedure
(Boersma & Weenink, 2016). All of the stimuli had 44,100 16-bit
samples per second. The stimuli were counterbalanced between sub-
jects with order randomized.

The sentences varied in the predictability of the final word to allow
for measurement of N400. We used an existing corpus of N400 stimuli
designed for L2 learners (Stringer, 2015), and expanded the number of
sentences by editing another L2 sentence corpus (Calandruccio &
Smiljanic, 2012) to vary final-word predictability. High cloze prob-
ability sentences comprised 42.5% of the corpus, consisting of strongly
constraining sentence contexts and congruent final words (mean 93%
cloze probability; e.g., Beef and milk come from cows). Another 42.5% of
the stimuli were low cloze probability sentences (cloze probability<
40%; e.g., The man draws pictures of cows). The remaining 15% of the
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stimuli were semantically anomalous sentences that were used as catch
trials (e.g., Beef and milk come from bays). The three types of sentences
were randomized within each block.

2.3. Procedure

During EEG recording, subjects selectively attended to a target ear/
talker and pressed a button whenever they heard a semantically
anomalous sentence in that ear. The experiment had 8 blocks of 90
simultaneous sentences, with the target talker and ear alternating be-
tween blocks. The duration of the inter-stimulus silence intervals was
randomly jittered from 1.5 to 1.7 s.

2.4. EEG recording and analysis

EEG was recorded through a Biosemi Active Two system with 64
(Ag/AgCl) electrodes mounted on an elastic cap and 7 external elec-
trodes (left and right mastoids, nose, two vertical and horizontal EOG
electrodes). Recordings were made with a sampling rate of 2048 Hz.
Electrode impedances were kept within the range of± 25 kΩ. The sti-
muli were presented via Etymotic ER-1 insert earphones.

After recording, the EEG signals were referenced to the average of
the left and right mastoids. Noisy channels were interpolated. The data
were high-pass filtered at 0.1 Hz and low-pass filtered at 40 Hz using
Butterworth filters as implemented in the ERPlab toolbox (Lopez-
Calderon & Luck, 2014) of EEGlab (Delorme & Makeig, 2004). In-
dependent Component Analysis was applied to correct for eye blinks
and horizontal eye movements. All pre-processing procedures, except
for filtering, were performed in Matlab using the Fieldtrip toolbox
(Oostenveld, Fries, Maris, & Schoffelen, 2011).

2.4.1. Coherence analysis
We fit multivariate Temporal Response Functions (mTRF; Crosse, Di

Liberto, Bednar, & Lalor, 2016; O’Sullivan et al., 2015) in backward
models relating the EEG data for each subject to the Hilbert envelopes
of the target and distractor sentences. The mTRFs were trained over
−150 to 500ms time lags across all of the 64 channels; target and
distractor talkers were modeled separately and the signals were filtered
(2–8 Hz) to specifically model the delta-theta range. This produced a set
of channel weights over time that linearly mapped the EEG responses
back to the original auditory envelopes, with these mTRFs being ana-
logous to traditional auditory evoked potentials (i.e., peaks that mirror

P1-N1-P2 responses; Crosse et al., 2016). A leave-one-out approach was
taken to avoid over-fitting the data; the response for each sentence was
predicted based on a model trained on all other sentences, omitting
each sentence from its own training set. The data was assessed in terms
of the coherence between the predicted envelopes derived from the EEG
data and the actual envelopes that were presented; the data was divided
into 2-s Hann windows with 50% overlap, and coherence was calcu-
lated from the cross-spectral density of the FFT of the predicted and
original signals, divided by the power spectrum of each signal. This thus
produced an assessment of how closely the EEG data was phase-locked
to the original amplitude envelopes of targets and distractors at a range
of frequencies (0.5 Hz resolution).

2.4.2. N400 analysis
The data was segmented into epochs time-locked to the final-word

onsets (200ms pre-stimulus and 1000ms post-stimulus intervals).
Trials with amplitude exceeding± 150 μV were rejected, and the re-
jection rate averaged across subjects was 12.6%. A non-parametric
cluster-based permutation analysis (Maris & Oostenveld, 2007) was
performed to investigate the distribution of the N400 response across
the scalp, comparing the high cloze and low cloze conditions for each
electrode in a 200–650ms time window. There were significant dif-
ferences in a large cluster (on average, 56 of the 64 electrodes) across
the entire time window, p < 0.001. The main statistical analysis was
then performed using a more narrow time window (300–500ms) and
smaller midline electrode set (Fz, FCz, Cz, CPz and Pz) in the interest of
avoiding including other potentials (e.g., phonological mismatch ne-
gativity); this smaller selection fit within the larger significant cluster.

3. Results

English listeners were more accurate at the behavioral response
(i.e., the proportion of correctly identified anomalous sentences), and
had a larger intelligibility advantage for English- than Korean-accented
speech (Fig. 1; MEnglish accent = 0.71, MKorean accent = 0.49). Korean lis-
teners had more similar intelligibility for both accents although they
still found English-accented speech more intelligible (MEnglish ac-

cent = 0.26, MKorean accent = 0.20). A logistic mixed-model analysis was
performed on the behavioral results with listener group and speaker
accent as independent variables, and random intercepts for each subject
and sentence stimulus. The results verified that there were main effects
of listener group, χ2(1) = 70.83, p < 0.001, and speaker accent, χ2(1)

Fig. 1. Combined boxplot and beeswarm plots of the proportion of correctly identified anomalous sentences by speaker accent (English and Korean) for English (L1)
and Korean (L2) listeners. English listeners’ performance was significantly better than that of Korean listeners, but was poorer for the Korean accent compared to the
English accent. Korean listeners had similar levels of performance for both accents.
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=27.98, p < 0.001, as well as a significant interaction between these
two variables, χ2(1) = 20.63, p < 0.001. Although the accuracy may
appear low, the false alarms were much lower (i.e., button presses to

non-anomalous sentences; MEnglish= 0.02, MKorean= 0.03), suggesting
very conservative response biases. The task was also difficult because
distinguishing low and anomalous sentences requires finer-grained

Fig. 2. Results of the coherence analysis
for English (L1) and Korean (L2) lis-
teners. (A) Scalp topographies of the
average channel weights of the target
and distractor decoders over time lags
between 50 and 250ms. The differences
in weights for the target and distractor
decoders were evident at 100 and
200ms. (B) Coherence values plotted as
a function of frequency. (C) Combined
boxplot and beeswarm plots of in-
dividual coherence values. Koreans had
significantly greater entrainment to the
target than did the English, suggesting
that the greater listening effort for L2
speech enhanced the selectivity of their
auditory processing. Coherence was
also greater when the target was
Korean-accented speech for both groups
of listeners.
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processing of meaning than high vs. anomalous and there was only
1.5–1.7 s between sentences.

Despite the fact that Koreans found this task harder, they had
greater neural entrainment to target talkers than did English listeners
(Fig. 2), opposite to previously reported positive relationships between
speech entrainment and intelligibility (e.g., Peelle et al., 2013). That is,
both listener groups had coherence peaks in the delta-theta range
(2–8 Hz), with the target having greater coherence than the distractor,
but with this effect larger for L2 than L1 listeners. This likely occurred
because L2 listeners had to focus more attention on the target speech
signal due to their recognition difficulty. A mixed-model analysis was
conducted with coherence values averaged in the delta-theta range as
the dependent variable; listener group, speaker accent, and target (i.e.,
target vs. distractor) as independent variables; and with by-subject
random intercepts. The interaction between listener group and target
was significant, χ2(1) = 18.53, p < 0.001, as well as the main effects
of listener group, χ2(1) = 9.09, p=0.003, and target, χ2(1) = 62.62,
p < 0.001. There was also a significant interaction between speaker
accent and target, χ2(1) = 13.29, p < 0.001; entrainment to the target
was greater when listeners attended to the Korean speaker than the
English. However, there was no significant three-way interaction in-
cluding listener background, p= 0.332, suggesting that both groups
attended more to the Korean accent even though English speakers had
greater difficulty with this accent in the behavioral test.

Average channel weights for the target and distractor decoders are
displayed in Fig. 2 over a range of time lags (50 – 250ms), with the
positive or negative magnitude indicating which channel and time
points were more critical to the mapping between EEG and speech
signals (Crosse et al., 2016). The differences between the target and
distractor decoders were most evident at negative weights near 100ms
and positive weights near 200ms, with the attended decoder having
increased weights around bilateral frontotemporal electrodes. Although
the channel weights are not readily interpretable in terms of neural
sources (e.g., Haufe et al., 2014), our obtained weights seem related to
the N1-P2 auditory ERPs that are often found in EEG recordings.

A mixed-model analysis was performed for final-word N400 re-
sponses in target-talker sentences, with N400 amplitudes as the de-
pendent variable; listener group, speaker accent and sentence type as
independent variables; and with by-subject random intercepts. The re-
sults demonstrated a typical N400 effect (Fig. 3), with greater ampli-
tudes in low than high cloze probability sentences, χ2(1) = 100.33,
p < 0.001, suggesting that individuals had more effortful lexical pro-
cessing when the final word was less predictable. English listeners had
significantly greater context-related differences between low- and high-
cloze sentences than did Korean listeners; the interaction between
sentence type and listener group was significant, χ2(1) = 12.22,
p < 0.001. Korean listeners had similar N400 amplitudes for both
accents, but English listeners had larger N400 amplitudes for the
Korean accent; the interaction between listener group and speaker ac-
cent, χ2(1) = 3.83, p=0.050, and the main effect of speaker accent
were significant, χ2(1) = 6.45, p=0.011. Lexical processing thus
mirrored the intelligibility of these sentences, with English listeners
needing additional lexical processing to compensate for the more-dif-
ficult Korean accent, and Korean listeners needing effortful processing
for both sentence types and accents.

Individual-differences correlations compared average behavioral
accuracy, target-talker selectivity (i.e., difference in coherence between
target and distracting talkers), and the N400 effect (i.e., difference in
N400 between HP and LP conditions). There was a significant corre-
lation between the N400 effect and behavioral accuracy across all
subjects, r= 0.53, p < 0.001, and separately within the English,
r= 0.50, p= 0.019 and Korean listener groups, r= 0.49, p=0.032.
Behavioral accuracy was significantly correlated with target-talker se-
lectivity (coherence) when calculated across all subjects, r= - 0.36,
p=0.019, but not within English, r= 0.06, p=0.779, or Korean
groups, r = - 0.15, p=0.541; this appears to reflect group-level

differences between English and Korean listeners, with Korean listeners
having larger target-talker selectivity, and lower behavioural accuracy
than English listeners. Target-talker selectivity was not significantly
correlated with N400 effect for the entire group of subjects, r = - 0.28,
p=0.072, or within English, r = - 0.41, p=0.057, or Korean groups, r
= - 0.02, p=0.936. The results thus suggest that target-talker en-
trainment is not a simple function of ease of lexical processing, and
speech intelligibility may be more directly related to N400 than en-
trainment.

4. Discussion

It has long been obvious that individuals need to listen harder
during L2 speech comprehension. Our results demonstrate that this
increased effort produces an adaptive change in the neural processing
of speech by L2 listeners, enhancing their neural tracking of attended
speech streams. L1 listeners appeared to likewise enhance their neural
tracking through focused attention for difficult L2 accents. Lexical
processing also increased under L2 listening and accents, but in this
case it was less clear whether the increases in N400 were an automatic
response to lexical difficulty or to some extent resulted from the lis-
teners exerting greater concentration on semantic content under diffi-
cult conditions.

Previous work had found greater selective entrainment for more
intelligible speech (e.g., Kong, Somarowthu, & Ding, 2015; Rimmele,
Zion Golumbic, Schröger, & Poeppel, 2015), and it had been hypothe-
sized that this occurs because listeners exploit higher-level linguistic
information to aid lower-level auditory tracking of the speech envelope
(e.g., Peelle et al., 2013; Rimmele et al., 2015). The present work de-
monstrates that cortical entrainment to speech can also be greater when
intelligibility is lower, even when heard by L2 listeners who have less
developed higher-level linguistic processes for that language. This
previous work on intelligibility and entrainment has mostly varied in-
telligibility through acoustic degradation (e.g., vocoders or added
noise) or the level of the distractor talker (e.g., Kong et al., 2015), so it
is possible in these previous studies that the greater entrainment was
more linked to greater signal clarity (e.g., natural spectral-temporal
modulations) than to better speech comprehension (c.f., Ding & Simon,
2014). In our study, the speech signals were not acoustically degraded
and there were interactions with the listener groups, thereby more di-
rectly revealing effects of attention independent from main effects of
the signal.

However, it remains uncertain why Korean listeners had increased
entrainment to the Korean accent (i.e., no significant 3-way interaction
between target, accent, and listener group) despite having been able to
understand both accents with relatively similar accuracy. Even though
the differences in their behavioral-response accuracy for the two ac-
cents were small, it is possible that the Korean-accented speech was still
more difficult for them to understand. Accent similarity is thought to
promote intelligibility, such that low-proficiency L2 listeners can have
higher intelligibility for L2 speech, even though this effect diminishes or
reverses for more proficient listeners (e.g., Pinet et al., 2011; Van
Wijngaarden et al., 2002; Imai, Walley, & Flege, 2005). However, L2
speech can also be more variable, with effects of fluency (e.g., pausing
or slowing when producing less familiar words) and inconsistent pho-
netic realizations of words (e.g., L2 “errors” that are not always made);
the match between the speech and a listener’s expectations can thus be
less reliable than with more-consistent L1 speech. Korean listeners may
have needed greater listening effort at an auditory level in response to
these L2 speech issues, in order to achieve the same levels of accuracy
that they had with L1 speech. With only two speakers, it is always
possible that there were speaker differences that were unrelated to L1/
L2 status (e.g., our L1 speaker was clear and articulate in comparison to
other L1 speakers we possibly could have recorded), but the L1 and L2
stimuli were carefully controlled in terms of duration and recording
quality; sentences with pauses and reading errors were re-recorded.
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The N400 results were a closer fit with previous papers; L1 listeners
have sometimes been found to have more lexical processing when lis-
tening to an L2 accent, and L2 listeners have sometimes been found to
have more similar lexical processing for high- and low-predictability
sentences (Hahne, 2001; Romero-Rivas et al., 2015; c.f., Goslin, et al.,
2012; Hahne & Friederici, 2001). Even though L2 speech errors are
often thought of in terms of isolated phonological substitutions (e.g.,
the word bit being pronounced as beat), there are typically broader and
more continuous degrees of mismatches between speakers and listeners,
which may cause a larger number of word candidates to be activated
and thereby increase lexical competition (e.g., Weber & Cutler, 2004). It
is also possible that this activation of lexical candidates is mediated by
accent adaptation processes at earlier perceptual levels (e.g., Goslin,
et al., 2012). However, the magnitude of the N400 also can collapse in
stimulus conditions where lexical processing is consistently less suc-
cessful (e.g., Obleser & Kotz, 2011; Obleser et al., 2007) or when the
listener has less expectation that the speech is meaningful (Bonte,
Parviainen, Hytönen, & Salmelin, 2006). In the present study, it appears
that our particular Korean accent was strong enough to require addi-
tional lexical processing by L1 listeners (e.g., larger numbers of acti-
vated candidates), but not so strong that the speech began to be

meaningless. Likewise, our L2 listeners were able to compensate for
their recognition difficulties by deploying more lexical processing than
L1 listeners, at least for high-predictability sentences, and these lis-
teners were proficient enough so they were not overwhelmed by fail-
ures of lexical selection.

It thus appears that listening effort can have diverse effects on the
auditory and lexical processing of speech, and that these effects differ
for L1 and L2 listeners. It is possible that the listener strategies used
here (e.g., focusing more on the speech signal when listening is diffi-
cult) may not necessarily have been effective for improving intellig-
ibility, but previous research has shown that higher-level attention or
additional listening effort can indeed aid speech comprehension (e.g.,
O’Sullivan et al., 2015; Erb & Obleser, 2013; Peelle, Troiani, Grossman,
& Wingfield, 2011). That is, we cannot know how well listeners would
have understood the speech had this enhanced processing not occurred,
but the present study demonstrates that speech processing does not
occur in a purely involuntary, bottom-up fashion, but is modulated by a
complex combination of auditory-phonetic processing, linguistic
knowledge, and attention.

Fig. 3. Results of the N400 analysis for English (L1) and Korean (L2) listeners. (A) Grand average ERPs (N400) for sentence-final words by sentence type (HP: high
cloze probability sentences, LP: low cloze probability sentences) and speaker accent (English and Korean) are plotted, with sensor-space topographies of the mean
N400 differences between HP and LP sentences. (B) Combined boxplot and beeswarm plots of individual N400 values. English listeners had greater N400 differences
based on the predictability of the sentences (e.g., smaller N400 magnitude for HP sentences), and had larger overall N400 amplitudes for the Korean accent. Korean
listeners had smaller differences based on the predictability of the sentences, and similar overall N400 amplitudes for both accents.
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